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Abstract：
We are developing a novel wearable devices called the urban intelligent fashion advertising. Such system is mobile
information devices capable of supporting remote communication and intelligent interaction between terminals. In this paper,
we explore the possible functions of such a wearable devices and will present the service -based architecture combing the
hardware and the software. This architecture involves two major parts. The first part is hardware design, which includes
microcontroller, display part, communication module, and positioning system module. The second part is software design,
which is a real-time interactive system that includes signal reception, position detection, and user workload assessment. Then,
we use the interactive concept and interactive technology to construct the urban fashion advertising service model, and
elaborate on its business model. Finally, we present sustainability development recommendations for the proposed service
model.
Key words: urban intelligent fashion advertising service; sustainable development; wearable devices; interactive concept and
interactive technology

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of microelectronics, computer technology and modern wireless communica原

tion technology, wearable devices have many new features, such as stronger computing power, larger stor原

age space, higher data transmission[1-2] . On the other hand, the types of sensors integrated in wearable de原

vices are increasingly diversified, including gyroscopes, accelerometers, microphones, digital compasses
and cameras. Based on these wearable sensors, a large number of perceptual applications are in the as原

cendant, which greatly facilitates people's daily life. Regular life also has a profound impact on people's
living habits[3].

Currently, the flexibility of wearable hardware devices and the integration of wearable devices and

clothing have become one of the hot areas of science and technology companies and academic research in
the 21st century. Human motion tracking based on wearable inertial sensors has the advantages of conve原

nient wearing, unrestricted motion space and low cost. It has found wide applications in medical treatment,

sports, human-machine interaction, virtual reality and other fields [4] . To realize initial design and experi原
mental verification of wearable flexible electronics, Zhang et al proposes an electronic rapid preparation

method based on "cutting and pasting"[5]. In view of the current practical application of wearable technolo原
gy, the safety of monitoring, the comfort of clothing and the safety of data. The status of the application and

development of health monitoring equipment were summarized[6]. According to the current research status of

wearable devices in the field of textiles and apparels，
Sun et al introduce the development history of wear原
able devices[7]援

In this intelligent era, wearable technology can be said to lead the clothing market into a new direction

of development. With the improvement of modern people's personalized needs and quality of life, wearable

devices will continue to develop in materials, practical value, data extraction and protection in the future.
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Based on urban advertising, this paper studies wearable devices and technologies in the field of

advertising, focusing on highlighting the personalized needs of different users for wearable devices, so as to
realize. Now it has higher application value and commercial value, so that more users can benefit. A novel

wearable devices called the urban intelligent fashion advertising (UIFA) is mobile information devices
capable of supporting remote communication and intelligent interaction between terminals. In this paper,

we explore the possible functions of such a wearable devices and will present the service -based

architecture combing the hardware and the software. This architecture involves two major parts. The first
part is hardware design, which includes microcontroller, display part, communication module, and

positioning system module. The second part is software design, which is a real-time interactive system that

includes signal reception, position detection, and user workload assessment. Then, we use the interactive
concept and interactive technology[8] to construct the urban fashion advertising service model, and elaborate
on its business model. Finally, we present sustainability development recommendations for the proposed
service model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will discuss the interactions of the UIFA.

In Section III, the design of a prototype of the wearable device of UIFA will be presented. The detailed

design of the service-based network architecture of the UIFA will be introduced in Section III, including

hardware design and software design. We use the interactive concept and interactive technology to con原
struct the urban fashion advertising service model in Section IV. We present sustainability development
recommendations for the proposed model in Section V. Section VI contains the conclusion.

2 Interactions of UIFA

We design a wearable devices system of UIFA, which can support interaction between different termi原

nals (Fig.1). Assume that UIFA_1 and its owner User_1 are situated in environment 1, and UIFA_2 and its

owner User_2 are situated in environment 2. This simple scenario may give rise to different types of possi原
ble interactions. First of all, the UIFA can interact with its owner through its intelligent interface. The

Fig.1 Types of interactions supported by the system
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UIFA can be equipped with different sensors to detect its owners intentions. The UIFA can also express its
operational state and feedback using its actuators. The interaction between the human and the environment
can be observed and analyzed by the UIFA using various sensors.

In addition, the communication between different UIFAs allows them to exchange information and

interact with each other. The human users can keep communication each other to keep UIFAs' actions
unified. This process may proceed after the direct negotiation between the users or upon the satisfaction of
certain agreed conditions. Moreover, under mutually accepted terms, a user may explore the environment

where another remote robot is situated. Finally, robots can be used to control other networked machines or
be used to reveal the state of those machines.

Apart from the capability of supporting the interaction between robots, humans, and networked ma 原

chines, contextual information processing is also a key technology incorporated into our distributed service
architecture. By making the applications context-aware, we can increase the amount of situational infor原

mation made available to robots. Recent development in the area of context-awareness computing, which
can help us to identify important types of context information. Such development may include (1) system

environment, such as network capability, connectivity, and cost of computation; (2) user environment, such

as location, identity of nearby people, and social situation; (3) physical environment, such as lighting, tem原
perature, and noise level.

3 UIFA design

We have developed a wearable device of UIFA prototype by integrating various microcontroller, display

part, communication module, and positioning system module (Fig.2). The wearable device is characterized

by properties desirable for mobile devices, such as, small in size, light in weight, and flexible in functional原
ity.

Fig.2

The model of UIFA

The hardware of UIFA is consists of ARM9 core control panel, display screen, mini voice box, GPS

positioning, GPRS, power module, PC. The ARM9 hardware circuits plays a central role in the whole
circuit. The PC sent the signal to the intelligent GPRS through the wireless network, then GPRS module

sent the signal to the core Dashboard by wireless network. Then the core Dashboard control the screen to

display the advertisement. At the same time, the core Dashboard control the mini voice box to work. When
the user starts to work, start the GPS positioning system and transmit it's data to the core Dashboard. At
last, after the controller processing. The data via GPRS transmit back to the PC.

The software of UIFA is divided into two parts: PC, the ARM9 core Dashboard. The ARM9 core
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Dashboard obtained the GPS positioning of latitude and longitude by GPRS and then transmitted the

acquired information to the PC蒺s LabVIEW program through the network communication. And the

LabVIEW program did the data comparison and made a determination. After that, the correct information

is updated to the user workload database in real-time and the LabVIEW program sent the data through the
network to user workload assessment system. According to the information from the user workload
assessment system, the user can obtain the corresponding reward.

4 Urban fashion advertising service model
4.1 The relationship between interactive design and UIFA
Overlooking today's social trends, the integration of science and art is a major trend. The whole society

has stepped into the information age, and the digital orientation permeates all aspects of social life. Based
on the concept and technology of interactive design, the traditional advertising methods are studied. With

the support of clothing, this paper aims to design a kind of interactive intelligent advertising clothing
which is beneficial to ordinary propagandists and meets the interests of advertisers.Through the concept of

interactive design and interactive induction technology, the intelligent interactive design of advertising
clothing is carried out. In this way, we can improve the salary of ordinary propaganda personnel and bring
rich economic benefits to advertisers.

The combination of interactive design and intelligent clothing is the necessity of their development. The

development of interactive design is bound to be more and more closely related to people's life, and the
intelligence of clothing is also one of the direction of clothing development and evolution The intelligence
of advertising clothing cannot be without the support of interactive technology and the integration of

interactive design thinking Therefore, interactive design and advertising intelligent clothing are mutually
promoting relationship, the combination of the two is the inevitable development of information society.

4.2 The UIFA service model（Fig.3）

Fig.3

The relationship of the UIFA service model

(1)Target users. The target users can be the existing traditional flyers in the market, the staff in the crowded

commercial area, or even anyone who has free time to move freely in the crowded area. In this way, the
target users can move in the crowd, transmit the advertising information to the audience around them, and
have a great ability of information coverage.

(2)Work base station. The function of the work base station is mainly composed of three parts: one is to

store, distribute and recycle the smart advertising clothing; the other is to handle the work card free of
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charge and register the user information and work information; the third is to check the completeness of

the smart advertising clothing for the convenience of the user; the fourth is to replace the battery of the
smart advertising clothing for the convenience of the user's continuous use; the fifth is to transfer the
sorted user work data back to work Backstage.

(3)Work background. Enable the advertising push system to push the established advertising content to

the intelligent advertising clothing worn by the target user group, so that it can normally transmit the ad原
vertising information According to the user work data transmitted back from the work base station, the user
work evaluation system determines the workload from three dimensions: effective time t, effective activity

radius d and effective activity density m, and transmits the determined level data to the user salary settle原

ment system, which is convenient for the user to settle the salary.

(4)Settlement center. The settlement center can be set up in cooperation with large supermarkets and

banks, or the settlement center of intelligent advertising clothing operators can be set up in convenient

traffic areas. According to the data provided by the work background, pay the corresponding salary to the
user. The center can be equipped with corresponding query service computers to facilitate users to query
working data by themselves.

(5)Advertisers. The advertiser pays the corresponding advertising fee to the intelligent advertising

clothing operator according to their own needs, and the operator will launch the corresponding number of

intelligent advertising clothing according to the specific requirements of the customer for regular and
fixed-point publicity At the same time, the publicity effect will be fed back to customers.

5 Sustainability development recommendations
5.1 Precise positioning and pushing content

In the design, we should not only ensure the precise positioning of users of UIFA, but also ensure that

the signals that can be pushed cannot be lost. In terms of accuracy, the premise to improve the accuracy of

the device is to improve the algorithm of receiving and optimizing the software of the built-in receiver for

the advertising content; secondly, improve the compatibility between the devices in the perception layer,
unify the data format of the perception information, and ensure the accuracy in the process of data
transmission; finally, make full use of the technical advantages of self optimization of big data, constantly

update the database, and communicate with. Through close real -time monitoring and real -time data
analysis, the deviation caused by non professional quantity can be eliminated, and the real restoration of

users' working conditions and advertising content can be realized. Under the premise of ensuring the
accuracy, we should pay more attention to the actual working environment of users and realize the perfect
combination of human body and equipment.

5.2 Big data and cloud storage technology
Each intelligent advertising clothing is a unique IP address, can become an Internet portal. When users

wear smart advertising clothing in the crowd, these internet portals are everywhere. In this way, big data is
obviously the core element of its operation.

To build an integrated advertising management service system with intelligent wearable devices as the

core of advertising content active promotion needs the support of big data and cloud storage technology at

the network level. Without the high-speed ubiquitous information network advertising management service

system, there will be no source. First of all, we should make full use of the algorithm recognition of big da原

ta and the data mining and analysis system based on cloud computing to process the data transmitted from
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intelligent wearable devices to the cloud in real time, transform the data into visual information, and pro原
vide the basis for the analysis of the work background. Secondly, the high-speed transmission of data, im原

age and video needs a high-speed, low delay, large capacity network environment and communication en原
vironment.

5.3 Perfect integrated service
Data collection is only the first step. Professional data analysis and integrated services are the real part

of creating value for customers. Therefore, the value of products should be embedded in the demand e 原

cosystem of consumers to achieve customized services. In the future, intelligent wearable devices should
not only ensure smooth device experience, but also realize complete supporting services, so that they can
be transformed from indispensable products into essential daily necessities.

After advertisers find problems in advertising methods through intelligent advertising clothing feedback,

they need follow -up integrated services. This requires intelligent advertising clothing and advertisers to
find their own position in the vertical segmentation field and form characteristic services. The professional
integrated service embedded in the consumer demand ecosystem can form stronger customer stickiness.

Therefore, intelligent advertising clothing and advertisers form a joint force, integrate the advertising value
chain, cooperate with users, and achieve integrated services.

5.4 Localized business model

For advertising intelligent wearable devices, it is not enough to only sell devices. More importantly, it is

necessary to explore new business models through big data of various industries, which involves the selec原
tion of development models by intelligent advertising clothing manufacturers and advertisers, and is also

the biggest problem for intelligent wearable enterprises. Therefore, in the process of continuously subdivid原
ing the local market, it is the driving force for the development of smart advertising clothing to gradually
explore a win-win business model of users, smart advertising clothing operators and advertisers.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore the possible functions of such a wearable devices and will present the ser原

vice-based architecture combing the hardware and the software. This architecture involves two major parts.

The first part is hardware design, which includes microcontroller, display part, communication module, and

positioning system module. The second part is software design, which is a real-time interactive system that

includes signal reception, position detection, and user workload assessment. Then, we use the interactive
concept and interactive technology to construct the urban fashion advertising service model, and elaborate
on its business model. Finally, we present sustainability development recommendations for the proposed
service model.

In a word, using the thought of internet service to serve users is the future development thought of

intelligent wearable devices and the direction of every manufacturer's efforts. Although the popularity of

intelligent wearable devices will take a long time, with the performance advantages of intelligent wearable
devices such as portability and cloud interconnection becoming more and more obvious, the diversified

advertising information and the accuracy of transmission have an increasing demand for people, and the
perfect combination of the two will undoubtedly become the driving force for the explosive growth of
intelligent wearable device market.
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